
Dear Dr. Nash,

Since April this year I’ve been using IminoHoney to help and assist me from cancer
in  my  Lymph  system.  I’ve  experienced  a  lot  of  improvements.  Since  then  I’ve
advised a lot of people to use this wonderful product. 

My neighbour is also willing to use this product. I expect there will be more in future.
She has her own healing practice at her home but she is very ill now so I would like
to order for her also now.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

YdG  The Netherlands  October 2021

********************************

James W. USA Story August 2020

I would like to put together a summary of how your product has been a major benefit
assisting me in my recovery. Thinking back on how it all  started.  I believe would
make a good story for one of your user groups to consult as a guide. I will retrace the
events of my journey and the use of your product!

My diagnosis came in early January of 2018. I had two tumours attached to my bile
ducts, some of the lymph nodes involved, and a liver full of a vicious cancer.  After
the surgery to remove the bile ducts, the lymph nodes, and over seventy-five percent
of my liver, I was told I needed to get my affairs in order as I would not be alive by
December of 2018.  Returning to our home in late February my brother-in-law said
he  knew  of  a  product,  an  IminoHoney,  that  had  achieved  excellent  results  in
assisting  various  cancers,  and  he  wanted  me  to  include  it  with  my  treatment
program.

My oncologist started me with a traditional chemo cocktail treatment March of 2018
but didn't expect it to have the kind of effect necessary to arrest my cancer and we
would have to go with a DNA based IminoHoney  therapy.  I didn't tell my oncologist
of my "other" separate side treatment.

A month into the first treatment, my first CT scan showed a dramatic reduction of the
cancer veining left in my liver.  My oncologist was amazed at my results and elected
to leave me on the traditional chemo treatments.  I never suffered the ill effects most
go through and three chemo treatments later he proclaimed I had no new cancer
issues  growing.  I  continued  with  my quarterly  CT  scans  but  took  no  additional
chemo therapy, only my secret IminoHoney.  I am now coming up on the anniversary
of my third year, my liver is fully functional with no signs of disease, it has grown
back most of what was removed, am living my life as if nothing ever happened, and
feel it is all due to my secret, IminoHoney. 

********************************



My Dad, Mike X started feeling ill with aches and pains and very tired. The doctor
thought he might have prostate problems and sent him for a blood test for PSA. This
is normally on a scale of one to five but Dad's PSA was twelve. This suggested that
he might have cancer. Then they scanned his neck and jaw where he'd been getting
lots of pain. This showed signs of possible bone cancer in five places. The doctors
suggested injections that might help fight prostate cancer, but said something else
would be needed to fight bone cancer. We were all very worried. He has had no
treatment for this yet. 

By chance a friend of Dad who used to be a research scientist heard about Dad’s
problems. and, by chance, had just been talking to a friend of his called Professor
Robert Nash who heads a team in Aberystwyth University called 'Phyto Quest'. They
had been working for years on a honey produced from special flowers which seemed
to have special powers for healing cancer in animals that were very ill. They call it
'IminoHoney'. Robert gave Dad some and he was told to take 5ml every day. 

Very  soon  Dad's  bone  aches  disappeared  even  though  he  had  had  no  other
treatment for bone cancer. Dad also had the first of a series of injections which might
help lower the PSA level and fight possible prostate cancer. He is due his second
injection next week but this week he had a PSA test to see if the level had fallen. The
doctor was astounded!  Dad's level had fallen to 0.1, which is below even the normal
range. This was amazing, and a much greater effect than what would be expected
from a single injection. 

Dad has asked for more of the IminoHoney and hopes he'll continue getting better.
We can't  be sure that the honey is responsible for the changes, but we certainly
hope he can keep using to assist him. 


